Visual tracking usually requires an object appearance model that is robust to changing illumination, pose, and other factors encountered in video. Many recent trackers utilize appearance samples in previous frames to form the bases upon which the object appearance model is built. This approach has the following limitations: 1) The bases are data driven, so they can be easily corrupted, and 2) it is difficult to robustly update the bases in challenging situations. In this paper, we construct an appearance model using the 3D discrete cosine transform (3D-DCT). The 3D-DCT is based on a set of cosine basis functions which are determined by the dimensions of the 3D signal and thus independent of the input video data. In addition, the 3D-DCT can generate a compact energy spectrum whose high-frequency coefficients are sparse if the appearance samples are similar. By discarding these high-frequency coefficients, we simultaneously obtain a compact 3D-DCT-based object representation and a signal reconstruction-based similarity measure (reflecting the information loss from signal reconstruction). To efficiently update the object representation, we propose an incremental 3D-DCT algorithm which decomposes the 3D-DCT into successive operations of the 2D discrete cosine transform (2D-DCT) and 1D discrete cosine transform (1D-DCT) on the input video data. As a result, the incremental 3D-DCT algorithm only needs to compute the 2D-DCT for newly added frames as well as the 1D-DCT along the third dimension, which significantly reduces the computational complexity. Based on this incremental 3D-DCT algorithm, we design a discriminative criterion to evaluate the likelihood of a test sample belonging to the foreground object. We then embed the discriminative criterion into a particle filtering framework for object state inference over time. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed tracker.
V ISUAL tracking of a moving object is a fundamental problem in computer vision. It has a wide range of applications, including visual surveillance, human behavior analysis, motion event detection, and video retrieval. Despite much effort on this topic, it remains a challenging problem because of object appearance variations due to illumination changes, occlusions, pose changes, cluttered, moving backgrounds, etc. Thus, a crucial element of visual tracking is to use an effective object appearance model that is robust to such challenges.
Since it is difficult to explicitly model complex appearance changes, a popular approach is to learn a lowdimensional subspace (e.g., eigenspace [1] , [2] ), which accommodates the object's observed appearance variations. This allows the appearance model to reflect the time-varying properties of object appearance during tracking (e.g., learning the appearance of the object from multiple observed poses). By computing the sample-to-subspace distance (e.g., reconstruction error [1] , [2] ), the approach can measure the information loss that results from projecting a test sample to the low-dimensional subspace. Using the information loss, this approach can evaluate the likelihood of a test sample belonging to the foreground object. Since the approach is data driven, it needs to compute the subspace basis vectors as well as the corresponding coefficients.
Inspired by the success of subspace learning for visual tracking, we propose an alternative object representation based on the 3D discrete cosine transform (3D-DCT) which has a set of fixed projection bases (i.e., cosine basis functions (CBFs)). Using these fixed projection bases, the proposed object representation only needs to compute the corresponding projection coefficients (3D-DCT coefficients). Compared with incremental principal component analysis (PCA) [1] , this leads to a much simpler computational process, which is more robust to many types of appearance change and enables fast implementation.
The DCT has a long history in the signal processing community as a tool for encoding images and video. It has been shown to have desirable properties for representing video, many of which also make it a promising object representation for visual tracking in video:
. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the DCT leads to a compact object representation with sparse transform coefficients if a signal is self-correlated in both spatial and temporal dimensions. This means that the reconstruction error induced by removing a subset of coefficients is typically small. Additionally, high-frequency image noise or rapid appearance changes are often isolated in a small number of coefficients. . The DCT's cosine basis functions are determined by the signal dimensions, which are fixed at initialization. Thus, the DCT's cosine basis functions are fixed throughout tracking, resulting in a simple procedure of constructing the DCT-based object representation. . The DCT only requires single-level cosine decomposition to approximate the original signal, which again is computationally efficient and also lends itself to incremental calculation. This is useful for tracking. Our idea is simple. We represent a new sample by concatenating it with a collection of previous samples to form a 3D signal, and calculating its coefficients in the 3D-DCT space with some high-frequency components removed. Since the 3D-DCT encodes the temporal redundancy information of the 3D signal, the representation can capture the correlation between the new sample and the previous samples. Given a compression ratio (derived from discarding some high-frequency components), if the new sample can still be effectively reconstructed with a relatively low reconstruction error, then it is correlated with the previous samples and is likely to be an object sample. The fact that every sample is represented by using the same cosine basis functions makes it very easy to perform the likelihood evaluations of samples.
The DCT is not the only choice for compact representations using data-independent bases; others include Fourier and wavelet basis functions, which are also widely used in signal processing. The coefficients of these basis functions are capable of capturing the energy information at different frequencies. For example, both sine and cosine basis functions are adopted by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to generate the amplitude and phase frequency spectrums; wavelet basis functions (e.g., Haar and Gabor) aim to capture local detailed information (e.g., texture) of a signal at multiple resolutions by the wavelet transform (WT). Although we do not conduct experiments with these functions in this work, they can be used in our framework with only minor modification.
Using the 3D-DCT object representation, we propose a discriminative learning-based tracker. The main contributions of this tracker are threefold:
1. We utilize the signal compression power of the 3D-DCT to construct a novel representation of a tracked object. The representation retains the dense low-frequency 3D-DCT coefficients, and discards the relatively sparse high-frequency 3D-DCT coefficients. Based on this compact representation, the signal reconstruction error (measuring the information loss from signal reconstruction) is used to evaluate the likelihood of a test sample belonging to the foreground object given a set of training samples. 2. We propose an incremental 3D-DCT algorithm for efficiently updating the representation. The incremental algorithm decomposes 3D-DCT into the successive operations of the 2D-DCT and 1D-DCT on the input video data, and it only needs to compute the 2D-DCT for newly added frames (referred to in (18)), as well as the 1D-DCT along the third dimension, resulting in high computational efficiency. In particular, the cosine basis functions can be computed in advance, which significantly reduces the computational cost of the 3D-DCT. 3. We design a discriminative criterion (referred to in (20) ) for predicting the confidence score of a test sample belonging to the foreground object. The discriminative criterion considers both the foreground and the background 3D-DCT reconstruction likelihoods, which enables the tracker to capture useful discriminative information for adapting to complicated appearance changes. Related work. Since our work focuses on learning compact object representations based on the 3D-DCT, we first discuss the DCT and its applications in relevant research fields. Then, we briefly review the related tracking algorithms using different types of object representations. As claimed in [3] , [4] , the DCT aims to use a set of mutually uncorrelated cosine basis functions to express a discrete signal in a linear manner. It has a wide range of applications in computer vision, pattern recognition, and multimedia, such as face recognition [5] , image retrieval [6] , [7] , video object segmentation [8] , video caption localization [9] , etc. In these applications, the DCT is typically used for feature extraction, and aims to construct a compact DCT coefficientbased image representation that is robust to complicated factors (e.g., facial geometry and illumination changes). In Fig. 1 . Illustration of 3D-DCT's compactness. The left part shows a face image sequence, and the right part displays the corresponding energy spectrum of 3D-DCT. Clearly, it is seen from the right part that the energy spectrums of 3D-DCT are compact. this paper, we focus on how to construct an effective DCTbased object representation for robust visual tracking.
In the field of visual tracking, researchers have designed a variety of object representations which can be roughly classified into two categories: generative object representations and discriminative object representations.
Recently, much work has been done in constructing generative object representations, including the integral histogram [10] , kernel density estimation [11] , mixture models [12] , [13] , subspace learning [1] , linear representation [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , visual tracking decomposition [18] , covariance tracking [19] , [2] , [20] , and so on. Some representative tracking algorithms based on generative object representations are reviewed as follows. Jepson et al. [13] design a more elaborate mixture model with an online EM algorithm to explicitly model appearance changes during tracking. Wang et al. [12] present an adaptive appearance model based on the Gaussian mixture model in a joint spatial-color space. Comaniciu et al. [21] propose a kernel-based tracking algorithm using the mean shift-based mode seeking procedure. Following the work of [21] , some variants of the kernel-based tracking algorithm are proposed, e.g., [11] , [22] , [23] . Ross et al. [1] propose a generalized tracking framework based on the incremental principal component analysis subspace learning method with a sample mean update. A sparse approximation-based tracking algorithm using ' 1 -regularized minimization is proposed by Mei and Ling [14] . To achieve a real-time performance, Li et al. [17] present a compressive sensing ' 1 tracker using an orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm which is up to 6,000 times faster than [14] .
In contrast, another type of tracking algorithms tries to construct a variety of discriminative object representations, which aim to maximize the interclass separability between the object and nonobject regions using discriminative learning techniques, including SVMs [24] , [25] , [26] , boosting [27] , [28] , discriminative feature selection [29] , random forest [30] , multiple instance learning [31] , spatial attention learning [32] , discriminative metric learning [33] , [34] , datadriven adaptation [35] , etc. Some popular tracking algorithms based on discriminative object representations are described as follows. Grabner et al. [27] design an online AdaBoost classifier for discriminative feature selection during tracking, resulting in the robustness to the appearance variations caused by out-of-plane rotations and illumination changes. To alleviate the model drifting problem with [27] , Grabner et al. [28] present a semisupervised online boosting algorithm for tracking. Liu and Yu [36] present a gradient-based feature selection mechanism for online boosting learning, leading to higher tracking efficiency. Avidan [37] builds an ensemble of online learned weak classifiers for pixel-wise classification, and then employs mean shift for object localization. Instead of using single-instance boosting, Babenko et al. [31] present a tracking system based on online multiple instance boosting, where an object is represented as a set of image patches. Besides, SVM-based object representations have also attracted much attention in recent years. Based on offline SVM learning, Avidan [24] proposes a tracking algorithm for distinguishing a target vehicle from backgrounds. Later, Tian et al. [25] present a tracking system based on an ensemble of linear SVM classifiers, which can be adaptively weighted according to their discriminative abilities during different periods. Instead of using supervised learning, Tang et al. [26] present an online semi-supervised learningbased tracker which constructs two feature-specific SVM classifiers in a cotraining framework.
As our tracking algorithm is based on the DCT, we give a brief review of the discrete cosine transform and its three basic versions for 1D, 2D, and 3D signals in the next section.
THE 3D-DCT FOR OBJECT REPRESENTATION
We first give an introduction to the 3D-DCT in Section 2.1. Then, we derive and formulate the DCT's matrix forms (used for object representation) in Section 2.2. Next, we address the problem of how to use the 3D-DCT as a compact object representation in Section 2.3. Finally, we propose an incremental 3D-DCT algorithm to efficiently compute the 3D-DCT in Section 2.4.
3D-DCT Definitions and Notations
The goal of the discrete cosine transform is to express a discrete signal, such as a digital image or video, as a linear combination of mutually uncorrelated cosine basis functions (CBFs), each of which encodes frequency-specific information of the discrete signal.
We briefly define the 1D-DCT, 2D-DCT, and 3D-DCT, which are applied to 1D signal ðf I ðxÞÞ N 1 À1 x¼0 , 2D signal ðf II ðx; yÞÞ N1ÂN2 , and 3D signal ðf III ðx; y; zÞÞ N1ÂN2ÂN3 , respectively:
C III ðu; v; wÞ ¼ 1 ðuÞ 2 ðvÞ 3 ðwÞ X
where u 2 f0; 1; . . . ; N 1 À 1g, v 2 f0; 1; . . . ; N 2 À 1g, w 2 f0; 1; . . . ; N 3 À 1g, and k ðuÞ is defined as
where k is a positive integer. The corresponding inverse DCTs (referred to as 1D-IDCT, 2D-IDCT, and 3D-IDCT) are defined as:
The low-frequency CBFs reflect the larger scale energy information (e.g., mean value) of the discrete signal, while the high-frequency CBFs capture the smaller scale energy information (e.g., texture) of the discrete signal. Based on these CBFs, the original discrete signal can be transformed into a DCT coefficient space whose dimensions are mutually uncorrelated. Furthermore, the output of the DCT is typically sparse, which is useful for signal compression and also for tracking, as will be shown in the following sections.
3D-DCT Matrix Formulation
Let C I ¼ ðC I ð0Þ; C I ð1Þ; . . . ; C I ðN 1 À 1ÞÞ T denote the 1D-DCT coefficient column vector. Based on (1), C I can be rewritten in a matrix form:
. . . ; f I ðN 1 À 1ÞÞ T and A 1 ¼ ða 1 ðu; xÞÞ N 1 ÂN 1 is a cosine basis matrix whose entries are given by
The matrix form of 1D-IDCT can be written as:
The matrix form of the 2D-IDCT can be expressed as:
Similarly, the 3D-DCT can be decomposed into a succession of the 2D-DCT and 1D-DCT operations. Let F ¼ ðf III ðx; y; zÞÞ N1ÂN2ÂN3 denote a 3D signal. Mathematically, F can be viewed as a three-order tensor, i.e., F 2 R N 1 ÂN 2 ÂN 3 . Consequently, we need to introduce terminology for the mode-m product defined in tensor algebra [38] . Let B 2 R I 1 ÂI 2 Â...ÂI M denote an M-order tensor, each element of which is represented as bði 1 ; . . . ; i m . . . ; i M Þ with 1 i m I m . In tensor terminology, each dimension of a tensor is associated with a "mode." The mode-m product of tensor B by a matrix È ¼ ððj m ; i m ÞÞ JmÂIm is denoted as B Â m È, whose entries are as follows:
where Â m is the mode-m product operator and 1 m M. Given two matrices G 2 R JmÂIm and H 2 R JnÂIn such that m 6 ¼ n, the following relation holds:
Based on the above tensor algebra, the 3D-DCT coefficient matrix C III ¼ ðC III ðu; v; wÞÞ N 1 ÂN 2 ÂN 3 can be formulated as:
has a similar definition to A 1 and A 2 :
Accordingly, 3D-IDCT is formulated as
is an orthonormal matrix, F can be rewritten as:
In fact, the 1D-DCT and 2D-DCT are two special cases of the 3D-DCT because 1D vectors and 2D matrices are 1-order and 2-order tensors, respectively, namely, f
Compact Object Representation Using the 3D-DCT
For visual tracking, an input video sequence can be viewed as 3D data, so the 3D-DCT is a natural choice for object representation. Given a sequence of normalized object image regions F ¼ ðf III ðx; y; zÞÞ N1ÂN2ÂN3 from previous frames and a candidate image region ððx; yÞÞ N1ÂN2 in the current frame, we have a new image sequence F 0 ¼ ðf III ðx; y; zÞÞ N1ÂN2ÂðN3þ1Þ where the first N 3 images correspond to F and the last image (i.e., the ðN 3 þ 1Þth image) is ððx; yÞÞ N 1 ÂN 2 . According to (13) , F 0 can be expressed as
is a cosine basis matrix whose entry is defined as
According to the properties of the 3D-DCT, the larger the values of ðu; v; wÞ are, the higher frequency the corresponding elements of C 0 III encode. Usually, the high-frequency coefficients are usually sparse while the low-frequency coefficients are relatively dense. Recently, PCA tracking [1] built a compact subspace model which maintains a set of principal eigenvectors controlling the degree of structural information preservation. Inspired by PCA tracking [1] , we compress the 3D-DCT object representation by retaining the relatively low-frequency elements of C 0 III around the origin, i.e., fðu; v; wÞju u ; v v ; w w g. As a result, we can obtain a compact 3D-DCT coefficient matrix C Ã III . Then, F 0 can be approximated by
Let F Ã ¼ ðf Ã III ðx; y; zÞÞ N 1 ÂN 2 ÂðN 3 þ1Þ denote the corresponding reconstructed image sequence of F 0 . The loss of high frequency components introduces a reconstruction error k À f Ã III ð:; :; N 3 þ 1Þk, which forms the basis of the likelihood measure, as shown in Section 3.2.
Incremental 3D-DCT
Given a sequence of training images, we have shown how to use the 3D-DCT to represent an object for visual tracking, in (16) . As the object's appearance changes with time, it is also necessary to update the object representation. Consequently, we propose an incremental 3D-DCT algorithm which can efficiently update the 3D-DCT-based object representation as new data arrive.
Given a new image ððx; yÞÞ N1ÂN2 and the transform N1ÂN2ÂN3 , the incremental 3D-DCT algorithm aims to efficiently compute the 3D-DCT coefficient matrix C 0 III 2 R N 1 ÂN 2 ÂðN 3 þ1Þ of the previous images with the current image appended: F 0 ¼ ðf III ðx; y; zÞÞ N 1 ÂN 2 ÂðN 3 þ1Þ with the last image being ððx; yÞÞ N1ÂN2 . Mathematically, C 0 III is formulated as
where A 0 3 2 R ðN 3 þ1ÞÂðN 3 þ1Þ is referred to in (14) . In principle, (17) can be computed in the following two stages: 1) Compute the 2D-DCT coefficients for each image, i.e., D 0 ¼ F 0 Â 1 A 1 Â 2 A 2 , and 2) calculate the 1D-DCT coefficients along the time dimension, i.e, C 0
According to the definition of the 3D-DCT, the CBF matrices A 1 and A 2 only depend on the row and column dimensions (i.e., N 1 and N 2 ), respectively. Since both N 1 and N 2 are unchanged during visual tracking, both A 1 and A 2 remain constant. In addition, F 0 is a concatenation of F and ððx; yÞÞ N1ÂN2 along the third dimension. According to the property of tensor algebra, D 0 can be decomposed as
Given D, D 0 can be efficiently updated by only computing the term
3 is also fixed. In addition, Â 1 A 1 Â 2 A 2 can be viewed as the 2D-DCT along the first two dimensions (i.e., x and y), and C 0
can be viewed as the 1D-DCT along the time dimension. To further reduce the computational time of the 1D-DCT and 2D-DCT, we employ a fast algorithm using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to efficiently compute the DCT and its inverse [3] , [4] . The complete procedure of the incremental 3D-DCT algorithm is summarized in Fig. 2 . The complexity of our incremental algorithm is
In contrast, using a traditional batch-mode strategy for DCT computation, the complexity of the normal 3D-DCT algorithm becomes OðN 1 N 2 N 3 ðlog N 1 þ log N 2 þ log N 3 ÞÞ. To illustrate the computational efficiency of the incremental 3D-DCT algorithm, Fig. 3 shows the computational time of the incremental 3D-DCT and normal 3D-DCT algorithms for different values of N 1 , N 2 , and N 3 . Although the computation time of both algorithms increases with N 3 , the growth rate of the incremental 3D-DCT algorithm is much lower.
INCREMENTAL 3D-DCT-BASED TRACKING
In this section, we propose a complete 3D-DCT-based tracking algorithm which is composed of three main modules:
. training sample selection: select positive and negative samples for discriminative learning, . likelihood evaluation: compute the similarity between candidate samples and the 3D-DCT based observation model, . motion estimation: generate candidate samples and estimate the object state. Fig. 4 lists the workflow of the proposed tracking algorithm. Next, we will discuss the three modules in detail.
Training Sample Selection
Similarly to [31] , we take a spatial distance-based strategy for training sample selection. Namely, the image regions from a small neighborhood around the object location are selected as positive samples, while the negative samples are generated by selecting the image regions which are relatively far from the object location. Specifically, we draw a number of samples Z Z t from (21), and then an ascending sort for the samples from Z Z t is made according to their spatial distances to the current object location, resulting in a sorted sample set Z Z s t . By selecting the first few samples from Z Z s t , we have a subset Z Z þ t that is the final positive sample set, as shown in the middle part of Fig. 5 . The negative sample set Z Z À t is generated in the area around the current tracker location, as shown in the right part of Fig. 5 .
Likelihood Evaluation
During tracking, each of the positive and negative samples is normalized to N 1 Â N 2 pixels. Without loss of generality, we assume the numbers of the positive and negative samples to be N þ 3 and N À 3 . The positive and negative sample sequences are denoted as F þ ¼ ðf þ III ðx; y; zÞÞ N1ÂN2ÂN þ 3 and F À ¼ ðf À III ðx; y; zÞÞ N1ÂN2ÂN À 3 , respectively. Based on F þ and F À , we evaluate the likelihood of a candidate sample ððx; yÞÞ N 1 ÂN 2 belonging to the foreground object. Since the appearance of F þ and F À is likely to vary significantly as time progresses, it is not necessary for the 3D-DCT to use all samples in F þ and F À to represent the candidate sample ððx; yÞÞ N 1 ÂN 2 . As pointed out by Wang et al. [39] , locality is more essential than sparsity because locality usually results in sparsity but not necessarily vice versa. As a result, a locality-constrained strategy is taken to construct a compact object representation using the proposed incremental 3D-DCT algorithm.
Specifically, we first compute the K-nearest neighbors (referred to as F K þ 2 R N1ÂN2ÂK and F K À 2 R N1ÂN2ÂK ) of the candidate sample from F þ and F À , sort them by their sum-squared distance to (as shown in the top-left part of Fig. 6 ), and then utilize the incremental 3D-DCT algorithm to construct the compact object representation. Let F 0 þ and F 0 À denote the concatenations of ðF K þ ; Þ and ðF K À ; Þ, respectively. Through the incremental 3D-DCT algorithm, the corresponding 3D-DCT coefficient matrices C 0 IIIþ and C 0 III À can be efficiently calculated. After discarding the high-frequency coefficients, we can obtain the corresponding compact 3D-DCT coefficient matrices C Ã IIIþ and C Ã IIIÀ . Based on (16) , the reconstructed representations of F 0 þ and F 0 À are obtained as F Ã þ and F Ã À , respectively. We compute the following reconstruction likelihoods:
where þ and À are two scaling factors, f Ã III þ ð:; :; K þ 1Þ and f Ã IIIÀ ð:; :; K þ 1Þ are, respectively, the last images of F Ã þ and F Ã À . Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the process of computing the reconstruction likelihood between test samples and training samples (i.e., car and face samples) using the 3D-DCT and 3D-IDCT. Based on L þ and L À , we define the final likelihood evaluation criterion:
where is a weight factor and ðxÞ ¼ 1 1þexpðÀxÞ is the sigmoid function.
To demonstrate the discriminative ability of the proposed 3D-DCT-based observation model, we plot a confidence map defined in the entire image search space (shown in Fig. 8a ). Each element of the confidence map is computed by measuring the likelihood score of the candidate bounding box centered at this pixel belonging to the learned observation model, according to (20) . For better visualization, L Ã is normalized to ½0; 1. After calculating all the normalized likelihood scores at different locations, we have the confidence map which is shown in Fig. 8b. From Fig. 8b , we can see that the confidence map has an obvious unimodal peak, which indicates that the proposed observation model has good discriminative ability in this image.
Motion Estimation
The motion estimation module is based on a particle filter [40] that is a Markov model with hidden state variables. The particle filter can be divided into the prediction and the update steps: 
where O t ¼ fo 1 ; . . . ; o t g are observation variables, pðo t j Z t Þ denotes the observation model, and pðZ t j Z tÀ1 Þ represents the state transition model. For the sake of computational efficiency, we only consider the motion information in translation and scaling. Specifically, let Z t ¼ ðX t ; Y t ; S t Þ denote the motion parameters including X translation, Y translation, and scaling. The motion model between two consecutive frames is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution:
where AE denotes a diagonal covariance matrix with diagonal elements: 2 X , 2 Y , and 2 S . For each state Z t , there is a corresponding image region o t that is normalized to N 1 Â N 2 pixels by image scaling. The likelihood pðo t j Z t Þ is defined as: pðo t j Z t Þ / L Ã where L Ã is defined in (20) . Thus, the optimal object state Z Ã t at time t can be determined by solving the following maximum a posterior (MAP) problem:
EXPERIMENTS

Data Description and Implementation Details
We evaluate the performance of the proposed tracker (referred to as ITDT) on 20 video sequences, which are captured in different scenes and composed of 8-bit grayscale images. In these video sequences, several complicated factors lead to drastic appearance changes of the tracked objects, including illumination variation, occlusion, out-of-plane rotation, background distraction, small target, motion blurring, pose variation, etc. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed tracker on these video sequences, a large number of experiments are conducted. These experiments have two main goals: to verify the robustness of the proposed ITDT in various challenging (19)).
situations, and to evaluate the adaptive capability of ITDT in tolerating complicated appearance changes. The proposed ITDT is implemented in Matlab on a workstation with an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.66 GHz processor and 3.24 G RAM. The average running time of the proposed ITDT is about 0.8 second per frame. During tracking, the pixels values of each frame are normalized into ½0; 1. For the sake of computational efficiency, we only consider the object state information in 2D translation and scaling in the particle filtering module, where the particle number is set to 200. Each particle is associated with an image patch. After image scaling, the image patch is normalized to N 1 Â N 2 pixels. In the experiments, the parameters ðN 1 ; N 2 Þ are chosen as ð30; 30Þ. The scaling factors ( þ , À ) in (19) are both set to 1.2. The weight factor in (20) is set to 0.1. The number of nearest neighbors K in Fig. 4 is chosen as 15. The parameter T T (i.e., maximum buffer size) in Fig. 4 is set to 500. These parameter settings remain the same throughout all the experiments in the paper.
Competing Trackers
We compare the proposed tracker with several other stateof-the-art trackers qualitatively and quantitatively. The competing trackers are referred to as Fragment-based tracker 1 (FragT [10] ), multiple instance boosting-based tracker 2 (MILT [31] ), visual tracking decomposition 3 (VTD [18] ), online AdaBoost 4 (OAB [27] ), incremental PCA 5 (IPCA [1] ), and ' 1 tracker 6 (L1T [14] ). Furthermore, IPCA, VTD, and L1T make use of particle filters for state inference, while FragT, MILT, and OAB utilize the strategy of sliding window search for state inference. We directly use the public source codes of FragT, MILT, VTD, OAB, IPCA, and L1T. In the experiments, OAB has two different versions, i.e., OAB1 and OAB5, which utilize two different positive sample search radiuses (i.e., r ¼ 1 and r ¼ 5 selected in the same way as [31] ) for learning AdaBoost classifiers.
We select these seven competing trackers for the following reasons: First, as a recently proposed discriminant learning-based tracker, MILT takes advantage of multiple instance boosting for object/nonobject classification. Based on the multi-instance object representation, MILT is capable of capturing the inherent ambiguity of object localization. In contrast, OAB is based on online single-instance boosting for object/nonobject classification. The goal of comparing ITDT with MILT and OAB is to demonstrate the discriminative capabilities of ITDT in handling large appearance variations. In addition, based on a fragment-based object representation, FragT is capable of fully capturing the spatial layout information of the object region, resulting in the tracking robustness. Based on incremental principal component analysis, IPCA constructs an eigenspace-based observation model for visual tracking. L1T converts the problem of visual tracking to that of sparse approximation based on ' 1 -regularized minimization. As a recently proposed tracker, VTD uses sparse principal component analysis to decompose the observation (or motion) model into a set of basic observation (or motion) models, each of which covers a specific type of object appearance (or motion). Thus, comparing ITDT with FragT, IPCA, L1T, and VTD can show their capabilities of tolerating complicated appearance changes.
Tracking Results
Due to space limits, we only report tracking results for the eight trackers (highlighted by the bounding boxes in different colors) over representative frames of the first 12 video sequences, as shown in Figs. 9, 10 , 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 , and 20 (the caption of each figure includes the name of its corresponding video sequence). Complete quantitative comparisons for all 20 video sequences can be found in Table 1 .
As shown in Fig. 9 , a man walks under a trellis. Suffering from large changes in environmental illumination and head pose, VTD and OAB5 start to fail in tracking the face after the 170th frame, while OAB1, IPCA, MILT, and FragT break down after the 182nd, 201st, 202nd, and 205th frames, respectively. L1T fails to track the face from the 252nd frame. In contrast to these competing trackers, the proposed ITDT is able to successfully track the face till the end of the video. Fig. 10 shows that a tiger toy is shaken strongly. Affected by drastic pose variation, illumination change, and partial occlusion, L1T, IPCA, OAB5, and FragT fail in tracking the tiger toy after the 72nd, 114th, 154th, and 224th frames, respectively. From the 113th frame, VTD fails to track the tiger toy intermittently. OAB1 is not lost in tracking the tiger toy, but it achieves inaccurate tracking results. In contrast, both MILT and ITDT are capable of accurately tracking the tiger toy in the situations of illumination changes and partial occlusions.
As shown in Fig. 11 , there is a car moving quickly in a dark road scene with background clutter and varying lighting conditions. After the 271st frame, VTD fails to track the car due to illumination changes. Distracted by background clutter, MILT, FragT, L1T, and OAB1 break down after the 196th, 208th, 286th, and 295th frames, respectively. OAB5 can keep tracking the car, but obtains inaccurate tracking results. In contrast, only ITDT and IPCA succeed in accurately tracking the car throughout the video sequence. Fig. 12 shows that several deer run and jump in a river. Because of drastic pose variation and motion blurring, FragT fails in tracking the head of a deer after the 5th frame while IPCA, VTD, OAB1, and OAB5 lose the head of the deer after the 13th, 17th, 39th, and 52nd frames, respectively. L1T and MILT are incapable of accurately tracking the head of the deer all the time, and lose the target Fig. 11 . The tracking results of the eight trackers over the representative frames (i.e., the first, 303rd, 335th, 362nd, 386th, and 388th frames) of the "car11" video sequence [41] in the scenarios with varying lighting conditions and background clutters. intermittently. Compared with these trackers, the proposed ITDT is able to accurately track the head of the deer throughout the video sequence.
In the video sequence shown in Fig. 13 , several people walk along a corridor. One person is occluded severely by the other two people. All the competing trackers except for FragT and ITDT suffer from severe occlusion taking place between the 56th frame and the 76th frame. As a result, they fail to track the person after the 76th frame thoroughly. On the contrary, FragT and ITDT can track the person Fig. 16 . The tracking results of the eight trackers over the representative frames (i.e., the 218th, 274th, and 314th frames) of the "video-car" video sequence [46] in the scenarios with small target and background clutter. Fig. 15 . The tracking results of the eight trackers over the representative frames (i.e., the first, 53rd, 70th, 72nd, 79th, and 83rd frames) of the "soccer" video sequence [43] in the scenarios with partial occlusions, head pose variations, background clutters, and motion blurring. Fig. 17 . The tracking results of the three best trackers (i.e., ITDT, MILT, and L1T for a better visualization) over the representative frames (i.e., the second, 46th, 442nd, 460th, 482nd, and 493rd frames) of the "pets-car" video sequence [47] in the scenarios with partial occlusion and car pose variation.
successfully. However, FragT achieves less accurate tracking results than ITDT. Fig. 14 shows that a woman with varying body poses walks along a pavement. In the meantime, her body is occluded by several cars. After the 127th frame, MILT, OAB1, IPCA, and VTD start to drift away from the woman as a result of partial occlusion. L1T begins to lose the woman after the 147th frame, while OAB5 fails to track the woman from the 205th frame. From the 227th frame, FragT stays far away from the woman. Only ITDT can keep tracking the woman over time.
In the video sequence shown in Fig. 15 , a number of football players assemble together and scream excitedly, jumping up and down. Moreover, their heads are partially occluded by many pieces of floating paper. FragT, IPCA, MILT, and OAB5 fail to track the face from the 49th, 52nd, 49th, and 87th frames, respectively. From the 48th frame to the 94th frame, VTD and OAB1 achieve unsuccessful tracking performances. After the 94th frame, they capture the location of the face again. Compared with these competing trackers, the proposed ITDT can achieve good performance throughout the video sequence.
In Fig. 16 , several small-sized cars densely surrounded by other cars move in a blurry traffic scene. Due to the influence of background distraction and small target, MILT, OAB5, FragT, OAB1, VTD, and L1T fail to track the car from the 69th, 160th, 190th, 196th, 246th, and 314th frames, respectively. In contrast, both ITDT and IPCA are able to locate the car accurately at all times.
As shown in Fig. 17 , a driver tries to parallel park in the gap between two cars. At the end of the video sequence, the car is partially occluded by another car. FragT, VTD, OAB1, and IPCA achieve inaccurate tracking performances after the 122nd frame. Subsequently, they begin to drift away after the 435th frame, while OAB5 begins to break down Fig. 18 . The tracking results of the eight trackers over the representative frames (i.e., the 1st, 8th, 9th, 11th, 13th, and 15th) of the "TwoBalls" video sequence in the scenarios with severe occlusions and motion blurring. Fig. 19 . The tracking results of the three best trackers (i.e., ITDT, L1T, and VTD for a better visualization) over the representative frames (i.e., the 112th, 194th, 237th, 312th, 442nd, 460th, 464th, and 468th frames) of the "girl" video sequence [42] in the scenarios with severe occlusion, in-plane/ out-of-plane rotation, and head pose variation. from the 486th frame. MILT and L1T are able to track the car, but achieve inaccurate tracking results. In contrast to these competing trackers, the proposed ITDT is able to perform accurate car tracking throughout the video. Fig. 18 shows that two balls are rolled on the floor. In the middle of the video sequence, one ball is occluded by the other ball. L1T, FragT, and VTD fail in tracking the ball in the third, fifth, and sixth frames, respectively. Before the 8th frame, OAB1, OAB5, MILT, and IPCA achieves inaccurate tracking results. After that, IPCA fails to track the ball thoroughly, while OAB1, OAB5, and MILT are distracted by another ball due to severe occlusion. In contrast, only ITDT can successfully track the ball continuously, even in the case of severe occlusion.
In the video sequence shown in Fig. 19 , a girl rotates her body drastically. At the end, her face is occluded by the other person's face. Suffering from severe occlusion, IPCA fails to track the face from the 442nd frame while OAB5 begins to break down after the 486th frame. Due to the influence of the head's out-of-plane rotation, MILT, OAB1, OAB5, FragT, and L1T obtain inaccurate tracking results from the 88th frame to the 265th frame. VTD can track the face persistently, but achieves inaccurate tracking results in most frames. On the contrary, the proposed ITDT can achieve accurate tracking results throughout the video sequence.
As shown in Fig. 20 , a car is moving on a highway. Due to the influence of both shadow disturbance and pose variation, OAB5 and OAB1 fail to track the car thoroughly after the 241st and 331st frames, respectively. In contrast, VTD is able to track the car before the 240th frame. However, it tracks the car inaccurately or unsuccessfully after the 240th frame. MILT begins to achieve inaccurate tracking results after the 323rd frame. In contrast, ITDT can track the car accurately in the situations of shadow disturbance and pose variation throughout the video sequence, while both IPCA and L1T achieve less accurate tracking results than ITDT.
Quantitative Comparison
Evaluation Criteria
For all 20 video sequences, the object center locations are labeled manually and used as the ground truth. Hence, we can quantitatively evaluate the performances of the eight trackers by computing their pixel-based tracking location errors from the ground truth.
In order to better evaluate the quantitative tracking performance of each tracker, we define a criterion called the tracking success rate (TSR) as: TSR ¼ Ns N . Here, N is the total number of the frames from a video sequence, and N s is the number of the frames in which a tracker can successfully track the target. The larger the value of TSR is, the better performance the tracker achieves. Furthermore, we introduce an evaluation criterion to determine the success or failure of tracking in each frame: TLE maxðW;HÞ , where TLE is the pixel-based tracking location error with respect to the ground truth, W is the width of the ground-truth bounding box for object localization, and H is the height of the groundtruth bounding box. If TLE maxðW;HÞ < 0:25, the tracker is considered to be successful; otherwise, the tracker fails. For each tracker, we compute its corresponding TSRs for all the video sequences. These TSRs are finally used as the criterion for the quantitative evaluation of each tracker.
Investigation of Nearest Neighbor Construction
The K nearest neighbors used in our 3D-DCT representation are always ordered according to their distances to the current sample (as described in Section 3.2). In order to examine the influence of sorting such K nearest neighbors, we randomly exchange a few of them and perform the tracking experiments again, as shown in Fig. 21 . It is seen from Fig. 21 that the tracking performances using different ordering cases are close to each other.
In order to evaluate the effect of nearest neighbor selection, we conduct one experiment on three video sequences using difference choices of K such that K 2 f9; 11; 13; 15; 17; 19; 21g, as shown in Fig. 22 . From Fig. 22 , we can see that the tracking performances using different configurations of K within a certain range are close to each other. Therefore, our 3D-DCT representation is not very sensitive to the choice of K which lies in a certain interval.
Comparison of Object Representation and State Inference
From Table 1 , we see that our tracker achieves equal or higher tracking accuracies than the competing trackers in most cases. Moreover, our tracker utilizes the same state inference method (i.e., particle filter) as IPCA, L1T, and VTD. Consequently, our 3D-DCT object representation play a more critical role in improving the tracking performance than those of IPCA, L1T, and VTD. Furthermore, we make a performance comparison between our particle filter-based method (referred to as "3D-DCT+Particle Filter") and a simple state inference method (referred to as "3D-DCT+Sliding Window Search"). Clearly, Fig. 23 shows that the tracking performances of two state inference methods are close to each other. Besides, Table 1 shows that our "3D-DCT+Particle Filter" obtains more accurate tracking Fig. 23 . Quantitative tracking performances of different state inference methods, i.e., sliding window search-based object tracking (referred to as "3D-DCT+Sliding Window Search") and its comparison with particle filter-based tracking (referred to as "3D-DCT+Particle Filter") on the three video sequences. The error curves of the three video sequences in this figure have the same y-axis scale as those of the three video sequences in Fig. 24 . Clearly, their tracking performances are almost consistent with each other. Fig. 24 . The tracking location error plots obtained by the eight trackers over the first 12 videos. In each subfigure, the x-axis corresponds to the frame index number and the y-axis is associated with the tracking location error. results than those of MILT and OAB, which also use a sliding window for state inference. Therefore, we conclude that the 3D-DCT object representation is mostly responsible for the enhanced tracking performance relative to MILT and OAB. Fig. 24 plots the tracking location errors (highlighted in different colors) obtained by the eight trackers for the first 12 video sequences. Furthermore, we also compute the mean and standard deviation of the tracking location errors for the first 12 video sequences, and report the results in Fig. 25 .
Comparison of Competing Trackers
Moreover, Table 1 reports all the corresponding TSRs of the eight trackers over the total 20 video sequences. From Table 1 , we can see that the mean and standard deviation of the TSRs obtained by the proposed ITDT is, respectively, 0.9802 and 0.0449, which are the best among all eight trackers. The proposed ITDT also achieves the largest TSR over 19 out of 20 video sequences. As for the "surfer" video sequence, the proposed ITDT is slightly inferior to the best MILT (i.e., 1.33 percent difference). We believe this is because in the "surfer" video sequence, the tracked object (i.e., the surfer's head) has a low-resolution appearance with drastic motion blurring. In addition, the surfer's body has a similar color appearance to the tracked object, which usually leads to the distraction of the trackers using color information. Furthermore, the tracked object's appearance is varying greatly due to the influence of pose variation and out-of-plane rotation. Under such circumstances, the trackers using local features are usually more effective than those using global features. Therefore, the MILT using Haar-like features slightly outperforms the proposed ITDT using color features in the "surfer" video sequence. In summary, the 3D-DCT-based object representation used by the proposed ITDT is able to exploit the correlation between the current appearance sample and the previous appearance samples in the 3D-DCT reconstruction process, and encodes the discriminative information from object/ nonobject classes. This may have contributed to the tracking robustness in complicated scenarios (e.g., partial occlusions and pose variations).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an effective tracking algorithm based on the 3D-DCT. In this algorithm, a compact object representation has been constructed using the 3D-DCT, which can produce a compact energy spectrum whose high-frequency components are discarded. The problem of constructing the compact object representation has been converted to that of how to efficiently compress and reconstruct the video data. To efficiently update the object representation during tracking, we have also proposed an incremental 3D-DCT algorithm which decomposes the 3D-DCT into the successive operations of the 2D-DCT and 1D-DCT on the video data. The incremental 3D-DCT algorithm only needs to compute 2D-DCT for newly added frames, as well as the 1D-DCT along the time dimension, leading to high computational efficiency. Moreover, by computing and storing the cosine basis functions beforehand, we can significantly reduce the computational complexity of the 3D-DCT. Based on the incremental 3D-DCT algorithm, a discriminative criterion has been designed to measure the information loss resulting from 3D-DCT-based signal reconstruction, which contributes to evaluating the confidence score of a test sample belonging to the foreground object. Since considering both the foreground and the background reconstruction information, the discriminative criterion is robust to complicated appearance changes (e.g., out-of-plane rotation and partial occlusion). Using this discriminative criterion, we have conducted visual tracking in the particle filtering framework which propagates sample distributions over time. Compared with several state-of-the-art trackers on challenging video sequences, the proposed tracker is more robust to the challenges, including illumination changes, pose variations, partial occlusions, background distractions, motion blurring, complicated appearance changes, etc. Experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed tracker.
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